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Abstract 
 
Research on Luxembourgish (LUX) word formation has been largely disregarded; the latest 
publication on the diminutive available is BRUCH 1949. This PhD project investigates the LUX 
diminutive, focusing on its 1. formal and, 2. functional characteristics and 3. their areal 
distribution in LUX and the neighbouring Moselle Franconian (MFRC) area. Peculiarities on 
the formal level include: a) Gender stability: While the MFRC diminutive suffix assigns neuter 
gender to the derivative (e.g. Blumm (f) – dat Blimmchen (n)), the LUX diminutive retains the 
gender of its basis (e.g. dei Blimmchen (f)). b) Double plural marker: Plurals of LUX diminutive 
forms often bear apparently two plural markers: one following the basis, one following the 
diminutive suffix (cf. Hiemercher) whereas their MFRC counterparts use only one suffix (cf. 
Hiemcher). Features (a-c) contradict two theoretical assumptions: first, that derivative suffixes 
generally determine the gender of derivatives (cf. a)) and second that inflectional suffixes never 
precede derivational ones (cf. b)). This thesis discusses reasons for the noteworthy anomalies 
in LUX.c) Umlaut: The LUX diminutive requires umlaut (e.g. Fra ? Frachen), whereas in MFRC 
the productivity of umlaut seems to decrease (e.g. Fraau ? Fraauchen).These formal features 
will be examined from a theoretical and a language geographical perspective to assess if the 
linguistic border coincides with the political one.Noteworthy traits on a functional level are: e) 
Pragmatisation: The meaning of the LUX diminutive tends to shift from `small? to `familial?, 
`affective? and `close? (cf. Lannchen `countryDIM meaning Luxembourg?). f) Lexicalisation: 
Many LUX and MFRC diminutives have lost connection to a lexical base (e.g. Puppelchen – 
*Puppel ̀ baby?). This project will look into the extent of these tendencies.This project is original 
in being the first a) to provide a comprehensive description of the LUX diminutive and b) to 
investigate morphological isoglosses between LUX and MFRC. 
 


